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The purpose of this study is to identify some of the performance problems 

associated with contemporary piano music, using the Sonata No. 2 for Piano by 

Karel Husa (1921 - ) as the basis for the discussion. In so doing, this study 

identifies Karel Husa as an important contributor to twentieth century piano 

repertoire. 

Persona) interviews and correspondence with the composer provided 

biographical, analytical, and stylistic insight for this study. Supplemental 

information on Karel Husa was obtained from journals, newspaper articles, and 

dissertations. 

The first chapter provides biographical information gleaned from the 

interview, with emphasis on Husa's keyboard compositions and early compositional 

influences. The second chapter offers a detailed formal analysis of the Sonata No. 

Z from the perspective of motivlc development and cyclic unity. The final three 

chapters focus on twentieth century performance problems as exemplified in Karel 

Husa's Sonata No. 2 for Piano. In Chapter 3, the discussion of notation provides 

a general background on notational developments in pitch and rhythm in the 

twentieth century, with the Sonata illustrating these procedures. The fourth chapter 

concentrates specifically on Husa's individual rhythmic language. The final chapter 

is devoted to Husa's coloristic use of the piano, addressing his unique contributions 

to the tonal and timbral resources of the instrument. Innovations in dynamic 

gradations, playing inside of the piano, and extensive use of all three pedals are 



discussed, as well as the special techniques required to achieve these sounds. In 

all the chapters, musical examples from the Sonata Illustrate the discussion, and 

reprinted by permission from the publisher. 

Throughout the dissertation, Karel Husahas provided Invaluable assistance 

and insight thus offering readers an important link to both the Sonata No. 2 and 

the composer himself. 
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PREFACE 

European or Czech pianists, and I as a conductor, went through a rigid 
classical/romantic training, and to learn modern music was very hard; we 
were not ready to accept it so fast. Here came the Americans. To them 
Hindemith was like Beethoven, Copland the same. They looked at it much 
more - not coming from "roots" - as they just looked at it as ail music, and I 
like that idea very much. 

The pianist approaching an avant-garde work for the first time faces a variety 

of performance problems. The first challenge is an analysis of scores which are 

often complex or enigmatic in terms of form, construction, and notation. As the 

intent of the score becomes clear, specific performance-related problems evolve. 

Complexities in rhythm and dynamics offer technical challenges to all performers 

of contemporary music. Additionally, pianists face problems that are idiomatic to 

the Instrument, such as playing Inside the piano and the extensive use of pedals. 

The individual style of each composer presents unique performance problems as 

well. 

The composition which provides the working vehicle for this discussion is 

Karel Husa's Sonata No. 2 for Piano. A number of unique and innovative 

performance requirements are to be found in this composition, most notably those 

needed to achieve special timbral effects such as playing inside the piano, as well 

as the extensive use of pedals. Additionally, interpretive problems such as analysis, 

notational procedures, and a variety of rhythmic requirements will be discussed. 

1 Interview with Karel Husa, Singapore, May 19,1987. He was commenting 
on young American pianists heard in Paris during 1946-48. 



The organization of the dissertation is based on my Singapore interview with 

Karel Husa. In all the chapters, materials from the interview furnished the 

conceptual framework for my research. Specific areas which required further 

clarification were addressed by Husa in our subsequent correspondence. 

Supplemental information was gleaned as needed from previously published 

articles on Karel Husa, and additional texts which were relevant to the specific 

aspect of each chapter were consylted as required. 

Chapter One serves as an introduction to the composer from the perspective 

of his keyboard works. Historical placement of his piano compositions and early 

compositional influences on Karel Husa are emphasized. My interview with the 

composer provided the basis for most of this chapter; further biographical 

clarification has been obtained from secondary sources including dissertations on 

Husa, articles in journals and newspapers, and his curriculm vitae. 

Chapter Two is concerned with an analysis of the Sonata as a point of 

departure for Interpreting the work. Observations concerning the work's overall 

form as well as individual details reflect the composer's view of the work. My 

correspondence with Karel Husa supplemented the interview in the case of several 

specific musical examples, as well as in the more general formal analysis of the 

sonata. In addition, a fair copy of the manuscript provided to me by the composer 

was of great assistance in determining the intent of the score in certain passages. 

The final chapters confront some of the performance problems unique to 

contemporary music as exemplified in Karel Husa's Sonata No ? for Piano The 

discussion of notation is divided into two sections: notation of pitch and metric 

notation. Both sections include a general background on the notattonal 

developments in pitch and rhythm in the twentieth century, followed by specific 

examples illustrating some of the notatbnal procedures. Whereas the chapter on 

vl 



metric notation is illustrative of metric notation common to many contemporary 

works, the chapter on rhythm concentrates more specifically on Husa's individual 

rhythmic language. Similarly, the final chapter, which is a discussion of Husa's 

coloristic use of the piano, reveals the composer's unique contributions to the tonal 

and timbral resources of the instrument. Therefore, the pianist must develop special 

techniques to address the performance problems associated with achieving these 

sounds. Unique problems and solutions in the areas of dynamic gradations, playing 

inside of the piano, and extensive use of the pedals provide the dialogue for this 

final chapter. 

Musical examples are reprinted by permission from the publishers; however 

a full copy of the score is Indispensable in following this discussion. It may be 

purchased from Associated Music Publishers - G. Schirmer of New York, and is 

listed as AMP 7730. 
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CHAPTER I 

BIOGRAPHY 

Karel Husa was born on August 7,1921 in Prague, Czechoslovakia. At the 

age of eight he began violin lessons, but not with the intention of becoming a 

professional musician. His parents wanted him to be an engineer who played music 

and went to concerts in his spare time. 

Husa entered a preparatory school for engineering when he was eleven, 

during which time he also developed an interest in painting. Subsequently, he 

entered a technical engineering school in 1939. Shortly thereafter, the events of 

World War II changed the career course originally intended for Husa During the 

early part of the Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia (1939-1945), all universities and 

technical schools were closed and many students were shipped to Germany. Art 

schools and conservatories were allowed to remain open, so he applied to an art 

academy. However, as part of an admission requirement, students were required 

to sign a pledge stating they had not previously attended a technical university. 

Students caught falsifying their applications were sent to concentration camps or 

prisons, so Husa was unable to attend the academy.1 

A friend and former art teacher suggested he try the Prague Conservatory. 
W • / 

As there were no openings for violin, he was introduced to Jaroslav Ridky, who 

1 Donald McLaurin. "The Life and Works of Karel Husa with Emphasis on the 
Significance of His Contributions to Wind Band." Ph.D. dissertation, Florida 
State University, 1985, p. 11. 



taught composition. He was accepted and so, in 1941, he began to study the 

composition of music. 

I didn't know anything about harmony until I was nineteen. Although 
technically he taught me very mucii the previous teacher on violin never 
taught me anything about harmony. 

v • / 

As Husa notes, his professor of composition, Jaroslav Ridky, provided him 

with a solid musical foundation: 

My teacher was very good from the point of view of construction. He taught 
us music the way one taught painting at that time. In other words, first you 
go and you look for proportions to be good, the colors are as they should 
be, that the form is in it It would be like starting to copy a Rembrandt or 
Rubens, and only when you do It well do you go on to other things. So we 
started with little things - minuet, scherzo, twenty-measure slow movements, 
just exactly as the Classics and Romantics did. Larger forms followed, and 
progressively we became familiar with the forms, melodic lines, and 
harmonic constructions. Within five years we were able to get "on our feet," 
so to speak. 

During this time of rigorous formal studies, the Nazis banned all art, music, 

or poetry that was considered decadent or newv His comments on early influences 

on his compositional style reflect this: 

French, American, and Russian music wasn't played at all. Yet I had a friend 
who had scores to pieces by Piston, Copland, and I remember him showing 
me Barber - all these things. So I knew at least the names and saw the 
scores. But none of that music was played... mostly Czech, German, and 
Italian. So the [Czech] influence would have been Dvorak and Smetana from 
the beginning, then Jan£6ek, Suk, and Novak. 

2 Interview with Karel Husa, Singapore, May 19,1987. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 



Husa's first conservatory composition was the Sonatina for Piano, written in 

1943. It was also his first published composition, and in April of 1945 It was 

premiered in Prague at a concert of the Czech branch of the International Society 

for Contemporary Music. Written in a light-hearted neo-classic style,5 It was 

greeted warmly in musical reviews. 'The Sonatina is a delightful work, remarkably 

fresh, magnificently written for the piano... . This Sonatina places Karel Husa in 

the first rank among our young composers"6 wrote one critic. Another commented 

on its "clarity... and economy of expression" as well as its "healthy, ingenious and 

fearless musicality."7 

In 1945, as the war ended, Husa completed his bachelor's and master's 

degrees at the Conservatory, and was accepted into the Academy of Musical Arts. 

Pursuing a doctorate in composition and conducting, his musical stature in 

Czechoslovakia inspired references to him as "one of the greatest hopes of Czech 

music."8 

In 1946, at the urging of Conservatory administrators, Husa applied for a 

fellowship to study abroad. Recalling a recent concert by Charles Munch 

conducting the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra in Honegger's Second Symphony, 

he decided to go to Paris to study with Honegger and Munch. 

In 1946, when I was still in Prague, Charles Munch came and conducted 
Honegger's Second Symphony. I was so impressed, and thought: "I have 
to study with him." He was another of the composers who had the structure 
of the music very clear, perfect most of the time. I thought at the time that 

5 A comparative analysis between the Sonatina OP. 1 and the Piano Sonata 
No. 2 can be found in James Marra's article in The Music Review. May 
1984, pp. 157-160. 

6 Kultumi Politika. Prague, August 8,1947. 
7 IsmJ2Q. Prague, 1947. 
8 Lawrence Hartzell, "Karel Husa: The Man and the Music," Musical 

QliadQ£ly62 (January 1976), p. 88. 



Honegger was modern. When I got to Paris I realized that he was not! The 
modern thing that was up-to-date was twelve-tone, Webern, and so on. 

He moved to Paris with the intention of remaining there for a period of one 

or two years, but ended up staying until 1954. He began studying composition with 

Honegger and conducting with Charles Munch, but when Munch left in 1947 for 

Boston, he turned more towards composition. Still, a French degree was necessary 

in order to conduct in Europe, so he pursued two more degrees between 1946 and 

1949; one from the Ecole Normalede Musique, and the other from the Paris National 

Conservatory. During this time he studied conducting with Jean Fournet, Eugene 

Bigot, and Andre Cluytens. In 1947, he also completed the requirements for his 

diploma in composition from the Prague Academy. 

The year 1947 also saw the beginning of another important relationship: that 

of student and friend of Nadia Boulanger. It was the Piano Sonatina. Opus 1 which 

was responsible for bringing Karel Husa to the attention of Mile. Boulanger. 

Her [Mile. Bouianger's] secretary was the librarian at the Paris 
Conservatoire, and the printed Czech edition came to her about 1947. One 
day the librarian told me she had this sonatina and had shown it to Mile. 
Boulanger, and would I like to see her? So that's how I got in contact wtth 
Nadia Boulanger. 

The following year, political circumstances once again forced Husa into a 

difficult decision. His homeland had become politically communist, and he was 

ordered to return to Czechoslovakia within the month or lose his citizenship. He 

decided to remain in Paris and declared himself a political refugee under the 

protection of the French Government11 

9 Interview with Karel Husa, op. cit. 
10 JtM 
11 Donald McLaurin, op nit p. 32. 



Throughout the next six years Husa combined a heavy schedule of 

composition and conducting throughout Europe. During this time, French 

compositional attitudes influenced his own: 

I would say that the French are In general are very good formalists In 
everything. I have not heard much French music that would be too long 
They just know how to cut 

In 1949, Husa completed his next piano composition, the Plann Rnnata 

Number Qne (Opus 11). It was written for a young American pianist by the name 

of Luise Vosgerchian, who was also studying with Nadia Boulanger.13 Although it 

is still a relatively early work, it exhibits a mature musical language,14 and its brilliant 

virtuosity can be directly attributed to the pianist for whom it was written. 

The first [piano] sonata was written for Luise Vosgerschian. She told me 
(this was very clear): "write something virtuosic." She could play anything. 
There were about five pianists in Paris at the time who were technically 
amazing to me: one was Fleisher, one was Kappell, one was Gary Graffman 
Vosgerschian was one, and Noel Lee. 5 

Despite its difficulty, the piece reflects Husa's innate understanding of the 

Instrument "I dldnt want to do anything that would be impossible," he said. "I 

always admired Brahms or Chopin, for instance, [in] that all the fingers are used. 

In Brahms, although it is difficult, It always works."16 

12 Interview with Karel Husa, op. clt. 
13 Luise Vosgerschian Is currently the Walter W. Naumburg Professor of 

Music at Harvard University. 
14 cf. Linda Digiustino's "Cyclic Treatment in Karel Husa's Sonata fnr Piann 

Opus 11," Kosmas jQ u r n a | Qf Czechoslovak and Central European Studio 
Vol. 7, Summer/Winter 1988, pp. 113-129. 

15 Interview with Karel Husa, op clt 
16 Interview with Karel Husa, op clt 



Another friend of Karel Husa's at the Paris Conservatory was an American 

student by the name of Elliot Galkin.17 In 1954, Husa received a letter from Galkin 

notifying him of a three-year position at Cornell. The applicant would need to teach 

theory and conducting while the current conductor was on sabbatical leave. He 

decided to apply for the position In order to gain more time for composition, and to 

be in closer contact with students. He soon received a formal letter of invitation 

from Donald J. Grout, then chairman of Cornell's music department. In 1957 he 

was named permanent Director of University Orchestras, and in 1959 became an 

American citizen. 

In 1955, shortly after moving to Ithaca with his wife and children, Husa wrote 

the Fiflht C7flch Duets for piano, four-hands. They were written for his daughters, 

and incorporate Czech folk materials throughout 

The only [keyboard work] that would have folk material very clearly would 
be the duets. I did it purposely because I thought my children would 
probably never see Czechoslovakia. 

These duets have subsequently been re-scored in several versions, 

including Brass Quintet according to the composer.19 

In 1957, his mother passed away in Prague. Saddened that he could not 

attend her funeral, he wrote the Elegie for Piano, a short composition inspired by 

the poetry of Rilke. 

17 The former head of Peabody Conservatory, Galkin is a well-known critic 
and conductor. 

18 Interview with Karel Husa, op. ctt 
19 Msi 



Almost twenty years passed before Karel Husa would write again for the 

piano. "From 1957 to 1975,1 did not write anything for piano. So many things had 

changed so quickly as a result of World War II. In war time, everything advances 

faster and sometimes, we reject material faster than we should."20 

During this time, Husa's personal compositional style was evolving. "I had 

my ideas about music, what I would like to do; and I didn't want to copy too much, 

so I started to write music myself."21 Twelve-tone composition was one technique 

which Husa explored more thoroughly at this time. He had been in Darmstadt three 

times between 1950 and 1952, at the same time as Boulez and Stockhausen. 

I studied [twelve-tone techniques] a little in 1951 and '52, and I bought 
everything I could about Schoenberg and the system. Seriously I did it only 
from about 1959 to 1960. . . . It helped me very much as a sort of a 
laboratory-discipline. 

In discussing other compositional influences during this period, Husa points 

out some of the problems facing composers in the twentieth century. Additionally, 

a composer who conducts regularly and teaches composition to young students 

is faced with unique challenges, as Husa attests: 

I do not want to get too close to any of the modern composers. I listen to -
let's say Lutoslawski - but I want to forget, because the moment one starts 
to look too much, you certainly take some things. After the age of 40 or 45, 
I didn't want to study another composer. 

When I conduct those works, I am always amazed. I did a recording of the 
Miraculous Mandarin which was the first in Europe, and I got so influenced 
by that. That's the problem of the conductor, that he involuntarily or 
voluntarily assimilates. 

20 Lee Moss, "Husa's New Forte: Piano," Ithaca College News Office of Public 
Information, 11/16/78/268, p. 3. 

21 Interview with Karel Husa, op. cit. 
22 ItM 
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At my age I cant. Yet, i have to speak to my students, i know ail these 
things, but I don't try to describe it too much. I say, "you learn about it 
yourself," and that's It. Because otherwise one would become an 
encyclopedia of all composers. 

I don't mind if others want to take from me because I am sure that I have 
learned many things from others. Young composers have to take [from 
others]. 

When we listen to music of people like Boulez, the first piano sonata is very 
close to Webern. I know that in my Divertimento for String Orchestra there 
are some measures that [are similar] to Honegger's Symphony, because 
that influenced me and that's what i liked. When one listens to Dvorak's G 
ma]or symphony you cannot say anymore that it's Brahms, it has nothing 
"Brahmsian," but it's the Eighth already. And his Seventh is stHI somehow 
close to Brahms. 

When one gets older one cannot - one is on one's self. It's harder -1 wrote 
faster when I was younger, because now I'm always thinking "well, probably 
did somebody do that?", or something like that 

So, those are the problems.23 

By the time Husa wrote the Sonata No. 2. his compositions had evolved 

towards a mature personal style. Two of his more famous compositions were 

written just a few years earlier: The String Quartet No. 3, which was written in 1968 

and awarded the Pulitzer Prize in Music in 1969, and Music for Prague 1968 To 
OA 

date, the latter work has been performed well over 7,OCX) times worldwide; it 

received its Prague premiere on February 13,1990, with Husa conducting.25 

Currently he teaches at Cornell University as the Kappa Alpha Professor. In 

addition to his doctorate from the Prague Academy of Music, he has been awarded 

Honorary degrees of Doctor of Music from Coe College (1976), the Cleveland 

Institute of Music (1985), and Ithaca College (1986). He continues to guest-conduct 

23 Interview with Karel Husa, op. cit. 
24 Telephone conversation with Karel Husa, September 18,1989. 
25 Telephone conversation with Karel Husa, February 5,1990. 



major world orchestras, as well as regularly visit university campuses to 

guest-conduct and lecture.20 

Among his more recent works, the Concerto for Orchestra (1986) was 

commissioned by the New York Philharmonic and premiered by Zubin Mehta in the 

same year In the Philharmonic Hall, Lincoln Center. At a reception following the 

concert Husa called the evening "the most electrifying experience I have had in my 

life," with Mehta adding that the orchestra had "seldom been so taken by the 

virtuosity of a composition."27 

Other recent commissions include a variety of concerti: the Concerto for 

Trumpet and Orchestra M9871 commissioned by the Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra for Adolph Herseth and Sir George Solti, the Concerto for Organ and 

Orchestra (1987V commissioned by the Michelson-Moriey Centennial Celebration 

in Cleveland for Karel Paukert, and the Concerto for Violoncello (1988) for Lynn 

Hanrell and commissioned by the University of Southern California. His most recent 

work, the Fourth String Quartet, was commissioned by the National Endowment 

for the Arts for the consortium of Colorado, Aiard, and Blair Quartets. 

26 Karel Husa, Curriculum Vitas. 
27 MadAmina! loo, cit p. 6 



CHAPTER II 

ANALYSIS OF THE SONATA 

The second Sonata is naturally r w e personal, more original, and the piece 
I like the best of my piano music. 

The Sonata No ? for Piano was commissioned by Andrl-Michel Schub In 

1975 on a grant from the Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation, Inc., for the 

Bicentennial Piano Series of the Washington Performing Arts Society. It was 

premiered by Schub on October 4, 1975, at the John F. Kennedy Center for the 

Performing Arts in Washington, D.C. Written in three movements, it reflects Husa's 

views on the use of sonata form in the twentieth century. 

When Boulez calls something "sonata", it is mostly just to show the 
contrasting themes, but then It's worked out completely different [than 
classical form]. I would say that in that sense I also use the word sonata. 
The second sonata... is mostly worked on the sonata-classical idea that there 
be contrasts. That's about all I respect, but then of course If I start with a 
movement which is rather fast and many notes, then the second [movement] 
will be contrasting, and then the third will be contrasting to the second. So 
at the end It looks like a sonata In the sense of Fast - Slow - Fast When I 
write J don't worry about the form; I'm more worried about developing an 
Idea29 

It is the development of musical ideas which gives shape and form to a 

composition. Through the principles of unity, contrast, and variation, a large 

28 Interview with Karel Husa, op. clt. 
29 M l 

10 
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musical form can be created without relying on tonal structure as a framework.30 

An analysis of twentieth-century sonata form from a harmonic perspective is not 

always valid; however, an analysis of the Sonata No. 2 from the standpoint of 

motivic development reveals a cohesive structure. 

The first movement can be looked at in a broad sense as a sonata-allegro 

form.31 Viewed in this way, the first theme begins at Bar 1 of the exposition. A 

closer look at Theme 1, shown in Example 1, reveals the Introduction of three major 

motives for the work: 

Motif "a" Motlf-b" 

Dramatically J = - 80 
A 

HM 

Motif "c" 
, j 

jf marc. 

Example 1. First theme, Movement 1. (Bar 1) 

1# 0 0 Iĥ -W 
r j f r m 

# "HI 
m 

cn$e, 

J 

Example 2. Motif "b-?1, Movement 1. (Bar 4) 

30 I am grateful to Roger Sessions'k The Musical Experience of Composer. 
Pftrformor listanar (Princeton University Press, 1950) for this idea (c.f. 
chapter on Composer). 

31 Correspondence from Husa, September 6, 1989. 
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Motif "a" provides for a variety of intervallic relationships. For example, the 

32nd note gesture which immediately follows is comprised of the same four notes. 

The three statements of Theme 1 on Page 1 (Bars 1, 2, and 4) offer other tonal 

arrangements of this motif, as well as rhythmic variation through the grace notes 

which precede the pitches. 

Another relationship inherent in motif "a" is that of the semitone. Examples 

of chromaticism can be found on any page; a more detailed examination of this 

principle will ensue during the course of this discussion. 

Motif "b" is a gradually accelerating repeated C-sharp, and is the outgrowth 

of the final pitch of motif "a." Subsequently It undergoes various forms of rhythmic 

and melodic variation. For example, in Bar 2 it takes on a more irregular rhythmic 

character in the form of short jabbing repetitions. At Bar 4, it exhibits further 

development by including rests between each rhythmic group. In addition, 

chromatic expansion of the original single-note repetition provides melodic as well 

as rhythmic thrust to the musical direction. These irregular repetitions of single 

tones or groups of notes are frequently mentioned in discussions of Husa's 

compositional style,32 and pervade the entire work. To avoid confusion, the first 

presentation of motif "b" (gradual accelerando of repeated notes) in Example 1 is 

labeled "b-1," and the latter presentation (irregular repetitions with or without rests) 

in Example 2 is labeled "b-2." 

Motif "c" stems melodically from motif "b-l," but Is a separate motif as well. 

This motif provides a more concrete manifestation of the semitone structure 

mentioned with motif "a." In so doing, motif "c" offers the developmental possibilities 

of chromatic expansion, contraction, as well as a variety of chromatic scales. 

32 Lawrence Hartzell, op. nit., also Marra, op cit. 
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Examples of the latter are the clustered chromatic scales which are found in Bars 

4 (Page 2) and 24 (Page 5) of this movement. These scales are fully exploited in 

the stunning climax of the third movement. In addition, rhythmic augmentation of 

this motif, as it occurs in the first movement at Bar 6, Bar 7, and again at Bar 50, 

provides a further transformation for motif "c." In the coda of the final movement 

(page 26, as well as page 28), this motif utilizes both rhythmic augmentation and 

chromatic expansion in a climactic drive to the conclusion of the sonata. 

Between the second and third statements of Theme 1 is a seml-aleatoric 

bridge (Example 3). Brief though its appearance may be, it is structurally important, 

for It recurs in two key points in the sonata In the first movement it serves as a 

preface to the final coda (Bar 47); concurrently, the upper two staffs recapitulate 

the beginning of the development section. In the third movement, It is a catalyst to 

the final development and coda of the sonata. 

Vlvwt 

jflB cific, pocQ a pocq 

repeat freely 

ffnempn 

Example 3. Bridge Material, Movement 1. (Bar 3) 

Tonally, Husa connects Bar 3 with the preceding bar in two ways: In the 

opening rhythmic motif, the C-sharp/E-flat pitches are the same as the final 

C-sharp/D-sharp of Bar 2, merely transposed down two octaves. Also, the 
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D-natural which begins Bar 3 Is a melodic extension of the D-natural from motif "a" 

in Bar 2. The transition into Bar 4 is similarly accomplished with the same pitches. 

Within Bar 3, contrast to the sharp, angular character of Theme 1 is provided 

in a number of ways. The semitones encompass the interval of a third, rather than 

perfect fourths and tri-tones as found in Theme 1. These falling semitones are 

emphasized by a sforzando at the top of the melodic curve. Chromatic contraction 

rather than expansion is emphasized, also in contrast to Theme 1. And finally, the 

freer rhythmic scheme provides a breathing space between statements of the 

theme. 

A third statement of Theme 1 continues to develop the afore-mentioned 

motives. Between Bars 5 and 7, motives "a" and "c" supply the primary thematic 

material for the transition to the second theme. A new theme is introduced at Bar 

8,33 and once again, the principles of unity, contrast, and variation are developed, 

as can be seen from an examination of this theme in Example 4. 

Theme 2 
f IBOC« 

Motif "d 

f irysto, m «apr. • dramatico 

Example 4. Movement 1, Theme 2. (Bars 8a, 8b, and 9) 

33 Correspondence from Husa, op cit 
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Unity is provided in a number of ways. The opening rhythmic motive in the 

treble clef which introduces the theme Is similar to motif "b-2" from Bar 4, albeit more 

static by comparison. It also resembles the short rhythmic gestures in Bar 3. 

Contrast is evident in Theme 2, which occurs for the first time in the bass 

(Bar 8b). It is shorter, less angular, and more expressive in character than the 

opening theme. Within the theme itself, contrast Is exemplified through a rhythmic 

and melodic mirror Image which is evident between the two halves of this theme. 

The first half of the theme, labeled motif "d," is characterized by a distinctly 

recognizable dotted rhythm, and is a crucial element in the first half of the 

development of the first movement. The falling semitone in the second half of the 

theme uses the same pitches as Bar 3, thus reinforcing the espressivo quality of 

the gesture. 

The principles of unity, variation and contrast are also evident in the 

brittle-sounding gesture which interrupts the second theme at Bar 9. A closer 

examination of the tonal structure of this gesture reveals the unifying pitches of 

motive "a," transposed down a major third. Variation is manifest in the ordering of 

pitches and the rhythm of the gesture. The harsh, punctuating style of this gesture 

provides expressive contrast to the second theme. 

The incomplete quality of Theme 2 allows for melodic development and 

expansion. This occurs in the subsequent statements of this theme, as well as to 

the two rhythmic gestures from Bars 8a and 9. These two gestures continue to 

provide a frame for the second theme during the remainder of the exposition. 
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The same nervous repetitions which introduced the second theme open the 

development as well. This extensive development (Bars 20 through 44)34 exhibits 

a number of interesting features. 

In the first two pages of this section (pages 4-5), motif "d" from the first half 

of theme 2 and, from the first theme, motif "b-2" are developed. This section 

demonstrates both the small scale chromaticism of the motives and a larger 

structural chromaticism. Beginning in Bar 22, the dotted rhythm motive from Theme 

2 instigates an extended crescendo which reaches a climax In Bar 28 (top of Page 

6). At Bar 26, seen in Example 5, motif "d" opens the bar in thirds. The pitches 

E-natural/C-natural are followed immediately by D-sharp/B-natural. 

Example 5. Movement 1, development section, Bar 26. 

34 Correspondence from Husa. op nit 
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The sostenuto pedal holds these pitches while the jagged rhythms in the top 

clef combine elements of motif "a" (by encompassing the pitches between G-natural 

and C-sharp, the span of the original motif), motif "b-2" (Irregular rhythms with rests 

in between) and motif "c" (expanding chromatic gesture) in a supportive crescendo. 

Motif "d" returns in the pitch sequence D-natural/B-flat to C-sharp/A-natural, again 

sustained by the pedal, while motif "c" pushes the crescendo forward with nervous 

chromatic energy. Just before the dotted line, motff "d" returns in the upper two 

clefs. The remaining eight pitch structures (all major thirds) continue the falling 

chromatic sequence Instituted at the beginning of the bar, and Bar 26 ends with a 

third comprised of F-natural/D-flat Octave displacement, a frequently utilized 

technique in this sonata, gives this sequence breadth. At Bar 27, this D-flat 

becomes C-sharp, thus ending the descending chromatic sequence which began 

in Bar 22. The tremolo which follows, accentuating a rising chromatic approach 

into the second section of the development is a melodic retrograde variation of 

motif "c" from Theme I. 

Similar chromaticism can be found in the second half of the development as 

well (pages 6-7), most notably in the melodic sequences. Another interesting 

thematic feature of this section is the use of chromatic "bell tones" in the treble staff 

for rhythmic and melodic stability. 

The recapitulation (Bar 45, 'Tempo I")36 summarizes the work, mostly 

through elements of Theme 1. In the recapitulation, another manipulation of motif 

"a" can be observed. The original four original pitches of this motif form brilliant 

gestures which embrace the entire range of the keyboard. These can be found in 

Bar 46 (line 4) as well as Bar 50. Also in bar 50, labeled as Example 6, a new motif 

35 Correspondence from Husa, op nit 
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is introduced which is comprised of an open fifth followed by a broken third. This 

motif, henceforth to be called motif "e," also utilizes a dotted rhythm derived from 

motif "d." Marked "bell-like," it maintains this character as an important feature in 

both the second movement and the final coda of the third movement. 

fff belt - like 

Example 6. Motif "e," Movement 1, coda. (Bar 50) 

The second movement is written in three-part lied form.36 Exquisitely 

colored, this tone poem for the piano utilizes a wide range of techniques to exploit 

the sound possibilities of the instrument A discussion of this movement is most 

interesting from a performing standpoint; therefore most of the description will be 

saved for later chapters. 

Section A occupies the first two pages of this movement, and is quiet and 

inward in expression. In contrast, Section B (top of page 12 to 'Tempo I" on page 

13)37 is extraverted and improvisatory-like in character. Section C is divided into 

two parts. The first half returns to the calm of the opening section, and unifies the 

movement through the use of motMc and coloristlc elements from Section A. The 

36 Correspondence from Husa, op. cit. 
37 M l 
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second halt of Section C Introduces a rtiythmlc-motlvlc figure In the extreme upper 

register of the keyboard. Such figuration has been described by Husa in other 

works as related to bird calls. 38 

A closer look at Section A reveals the introduction of three motives. These 

three motives are labeled in Example 7. 

] c* 
W/ifc 

i ^ 

Motif "g 
Motif "f" *empr*t 

Motif "h" 

P - : x 1 

pocosf 
(molt 

• . O ' j , 
/ a —' 

Example 7. 

Motives T , "g", 

"h", Second 

movement. 

(Bars 1 -3 b) 

38 Hartzell, QEL£it, 101-102. 
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Motif T is introduced in Bar 1. The three pitches of this motif (F-naturai, 

C-natural, and D-flat) can also be viewed as an intervalllc condensation of motif "a" 

from the first movement. In the bass clef at Bar 2a, a chromatic sequence of the 

pitches B-natural, B-flat, and A-naturai form the basis of motif "g." These pitches 

are successively displaced by an octave; therefore the original presentation of this 

motif spans two octaves. This Is another example of octave displacement which 

is a common technique in many twentieth century works. In Bar 3b, a single pitch 

is introduced: a bell-like E-natural at the top of the keyboard, marked poco 

sforzando. This E-natural subliminaily completes the pitch structure of motif T from 

Bar 1, but is structurally autonomous, and therefore is labeled motif "h." The pitches 

of these three motives, in combination with materials from the first movement form 

the thematic basis for the rest of the second movement 

Throughout Section A, and in Section C as well, the high E-natural of motif 

"h" remains constant in pitch location and color. This foreshadows Its function in 

Section B as a "bell tone" for rhythmic and harmonic stability against a variety of 

improvisatory gestures (Bars 7b and 7c; Bars 8-10). Motif "e," which was introduced 

in the coda of the first movement, is among the more prominent motives used in 

this section. The bell-like quality of this motif compliments the similar expressive 

character of motif "h." Additionally, the function of stability accorded to motif "h" is 

identical the function of the chromatic bell tones used in the development of the first 

movement (pages 6 and 7). Furthermore, the pitch relationship between these bell 

tones in the first and second movements reflects the intervallic relationship of motif 

"a" in the first movement (two minor seconds separated by a perfect fourth, I.e., 

B-natural/A-sharp in the first movement pages 6-7; E-natural/D-sharp in the second 

movement page 12). The sum total of these factors provides unification for the 

movement as well as the sonata. 
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The third movement, which Husa describes as a type of Rondo-Sonata 

form30, begins with an introduction which utilizes motMc elements from the 

preceding movements. The plucked B-flat in the bass clef renews the final B-flat in 

the second movement (Bar 17, bottom of page 14), thus providing tonal and 

coloristic unity. At Bar 2c (Line 2, bottom clef), the B-flat combines with A-natural 

and B-natural, to form the pitches of motif T from the second movement. 

Furthermore, the chordal motif in Bar 2a uses the pitches of motif "a" from the first 

movement And finally, the repeated tones inside the piano, which occur 

throughout the second movement as well, are derivatives of motif "b-1" from the 

first movement 

Through increasing chromatic expansion, motif "g" becomes the catalyst to 

the second section and the basis for Theme 1 of the movement proper.40 Bar 3 

(top of page 17) signals a dear contrast through the addition of a time signature, 

a notated tempo change, and the thematic content. This theme, illustrated in 

Example 8, is rhythmically disjunct. Once again, a counterbalance is provided, this 

time through phrase structure. 

J • co. 112 

H 1 3 E 
VP 

i i 
Example 8. First theme, third movement. (Bare 3 -7 ) 

39 Correspondance from Husa, op cit. 
40 M l 
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Bars 3 through 22 contain three balanced phrases. Phrase 1 (Bars 3 - 7) is 

a five-bar statement of the theme followed by one bar of silence. During this sixth 

bar, the right hand silently depresses the keys in a chromatic sequence of 

harmonics. Phrase 2 is an eight-bar phrase (4 + 4) ending at Bar 16. Phrase 3 

begins at the end of Bar 16 and spans six bars (2 + 2 + 2), followed by the re-entry 

of the repeated note motif "b-2" from Movement 1. 

The work gains momentum as this motif becomes increasingly vigorous, 

superceding the nervous Instability of the opening material of this section. 

Simultaneously, a gradual crescendo from ppp to ff carries the movement towards 

the second theme. 

Example 9. Second theme, third movement. (Bare 71 - 76) 

The fortissimo evaporates when the second theme slips in at Bar 71, shown 

above in Example 9. Syncopation, hemfolas, and unexpected accents contribute 

to the jazz-like character of this rondo theme. The phrase structure provides a 

similar type of balance as that of the first theme. 

The second theme also undergoes a gradual metamorphosis. Virtuosic 

effects ignite the work from Bar 115 onwards. In this bar, motives "b-2" and "c" 

combine with stunning force into soaring chromatic scales which propel the work 

into the final development section. Bar 118 marks the beginning of this 
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development,41 which serves the movement and the sonata as a whole. A 

breathtaking exploitation of all the major motives culminates in the climax at Bar 130 

(Page 25, end of line 2). The coda, beginning at Bar 135 (top of Page 26),42 

transforms this brilliant virtuosity into a maestoso recapitulation of the work. 

Through harmonic alchemy, chromatic dissonance is forged into the pure simplicity 

of a C major triad in the left hand, as the major-minor sevenths in the right hand 

cease to sound. With that, the Sonata Nn o comes to a close. 

41 Correspondence from Husa, on rit 
42 M L 



CHAPTER III 

NOTATION 

Notation should be as close as one can write so that there is no 
misunderstanding.... I try to express everything as clearly as I can, and 
then In addition I sometimes put footnotes, but I try not to put too many 
because then the music becomes like axJIctionary. I think one can express 
practically everything with the notation. 

The function of notation is to define as clearly as possible the composer's 

musical intentions. These intentions are subsequently realized when the performer 

translates these visual symbols into musical sound. 

The evolution of musical notation coincides with the development of the 

music it represents. In the last century, increasing complexities in pitch, rhythm, 

and tonal color have necessitated the formulation of new symbols to illustrate these 

concepts. Additionally, traditional symbols assume new roles as they adapt to 

changing musical situations. 

Pitch Notation 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the increased chromaticism of the late 

Romantics outgrew the existing capabilities for notating accidentals. Composers' 

attempts to continue relating to a diatonic framework caused an over-abundance 

of accidentals, making It increasingly difficult for performers to read the music. 

Busoni, in his Second Sonatina (1912), was among the first composers of the 

43 Interview with Husa, op. cit 

24 
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nineteenth century to break away from traditional notatlonal patterns. He wrote In 

reference to this work that the accidentals applied "only to the notes for which they 

stand, so that natural signs are not used."44 Thus the need for naturals, double 

sharps, and double flats was greatly reduced. This system continues to work well, 

as most compositions today no longer utilize key signatures. In fact, Husa's Sonata 

NQ. 2 employs this type of notation, and a prefacing remark stipulates that 

accidentals, unless changed, are valid for the duration of the measure. Example 

10 illustrates this type of notation as found In the exposition of the first movement 

Example 10. Firat movement, Bar 6. 

The first half of the bar presents motif "c" in rhythmic augmentation. In the 

second half of the bar, there are two E's in the upper treble clef, both of which are 

performed as E-naturals. The first E needs a natural sign to negate the E-flat from 

the beginning of the bar on the same pitch. As there was no previous flat sign in 

the treble clef, the second E does not require a natural sign. This holds true despite 

44 Aloys Kontarsky, "Notation for Piano," Perspectives nn Notation and 
PflrfQimanOfi, Boretz and Cone, eds. (New York: W.W. Norton and Co 
Inc., 1976), 190. 
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the fact that the same pitch was notated with a flat sign In the bass clef at the 

beginning of the bar. 45 

Tone clusters were another outgrowth of increasing chromaticism, and 

Henry Cowell first presented these clusters in public performance in 1912.46 There 

are several ways to represent clusters notationally. The preface to Husa's Sonata 

No. 2 clarifies, through the use of accidentals, whether the cluster is to be all white 

notes, all black, or chromatic. Clusters in the third movement provide an interesting 

example of how notation can express the composer's intent. 

riL motto 

cresc. malic 

i f 

„ § 

Example 11. End of development, third movement (Bar 130) 

In Example 11, clusters present a final, virtuosic development of motif "c" 

from the first movement in a chromatic scale of clusters that spans the entire range 

of the keyboard. At the beginning of this scale, a sharp sign covers the bass clef, 

45 Confirmed by Husa in letter to the author, September 6,1989. 
46 Oliver Daniel. "A Note on Henry Cowell," Henry Cowell Pianr> Mnsir Vol. 

(New York: Associated Music Pub., renewed 1950 by Breitkopf Pub) 
preface. 
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designating that the left hand play black note clusters. The treble clef Is preceded 

by a natural sign to convey white note clusters. Also at the beginning of the scale, 

pitches are notated precisely, followed by numerical designation of three- and 

four-note clusters. The size of the cluster expands with the crescendo, and the 

scale finishes at the top of the keyboard with a triple forte trill between the hands 

which spans all twelve tones of the octave. This trill is notated precisely, tone for 

tone, while the clusters In the preceding scale are loosely notated. The effect of the 

gesture is of primary importance; once that goal Is achieved, precise notation of 

pitch can return. Structurally as well, precise notation of the trill ensures that all 

twelve tones of the octave be presented in a chromatic summation of the work 

before the final coda carries the sonata to Its conclusion. 

In another form of notation utilized by Husa, precise pitch is effected through 

economy of means. The earliest example of this occurs In the first movement at Bar 

3 (see Example 3, page 13). The pitches are specified at the beginning of the bar; 

the remainder of the bar is notated in single lines without noteheads. This type of 

notation is particularly useful when many notes must be articulated within a relatively 

small space, as It prevents clutter while allowing the performer to realize the intent 

of the score. Even without dynamics or accents, It Is notatlonally clear in this 

example that the left hand melody is of prime importance. 

The use of stems without noteheads is also helpful in places like Section B 

of the second movement, shown in Example 12. Once again, the exact pitches are 

indicated only where necessary in the top clef. The stark lines provide visual 

contrast to the minute rhythmic figures below. Additionally, these lines reinforce 

the strict tempo required in the right hand by providing the optical effect of measured 

bars. 
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Example 12. Section B, second movement (Bar 7c) 

Metric Notation 

As in the case of pitch, the classic system of metric notation began breaking 

down in the first part of the twentieth century. Stravinsky and Bartok were among 

the composers who challenged the notational capabilities of this system by 

requiring frequent metric changes and complicated divisions of the beat. Henry 

Cowell, in his 1917 preface to the piano work Fabric, proposed a new metric notation 

to accommodate Irregular time values.470ther composers continued these trends, 

devising numerous methods to articulate their performance requirements. 

Coincidental^, another trend developed In the opposite direction towards greater 

rhythmic freedom. Stockhausen's two sets of piano pieces, Klavterstiinto |-iv and 

Klavlerstucke V-X illustrate these two opposing trends as they were developing at 

the time. In the first set, total serialization of all musical components, including 

rhythm, stretch the performer's capabilities to the extreme. In the second set, 

flexibility of notation allows the performer greater interpretive freedom to judge 

relative rhythmic values. This has spawned a variety of notational methods which 

allow the performer latitude in both tempo and rhythm. These can be combined 

47 Henry Cowell, "Fabric, Explanation of New Rhythms and Notes," from 
Henry Cowell Piano Music Vol I, op. cit., p. 11. 
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successfully with more traditional metric notation, as demonstrated in Karel Husa's 

Sonata NQ. 2 

When groups of notes are to be played as quickly as possible, many 

composers prefer a grace-note format48 The Sonata No ? employs these 

throughout, using varying amounts of beams to indicate the approximate speed 

desired. Another technique, based on the principles of proportional notation, frees 

music from measured pulse by placing notes in a horizontal format which 

correspond with the approximate musical duration of each tone.48 At Bar 3 of 

Movement 1 (Example 3, page 13), these two techniques concur. The "ca. 4 

seconds" designation above the bar is also a common feature of proportional 

notation. 

Another concept of variable tempo is that of rubato. Accelerando and 

ritardando are commonly represented in the following manner:50 

(accelerando) (ritardando) 

rrrr f r r r 

This beaming format is used throughout the Sonata No 9 it coincides with 

traditional metric notation in the development of the first movement in pages 6 and 

48 Gardner Read, Modem Rhythmic Notation (Bloomingtnrr Indiana University 
Press, 1978), 115. 

49 JbfcL. pp. 116-122. See also William Bland's article on Earl Brown, The New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Mnatrtar^ Vol. 3, p. 343. 

5° Read, 116. See also Kurt Stone, Musk: Notation In the Twentieth 
Century (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1980), 124. 
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7. Visually, the coordination of the accelerando In the middle voice to the metrically 

precise outer voices is immensely simplified through this type of notation. 

Another glance at Example 12 (page 28) illustrates a variety of beaming 

formats. After the beamed accelerando, small rhythmic groups are gathered under 

a common beam which, by joining several gestures, functions similarly to a phrase 

mark. The irregular tremolo which follows Is notated by means of a back-slash, 

which is a variant of the grace-note notation seen in Example 3. The next rhythmic 

grouping has rests interjected under a common beaming. The rests represent 

approximate rhythmic relationships wtthin a variable framework. This method of 

using rests, as well as phrasing through beaming, both demonstrate traditional 

notation functioning in a non-traditional manner. 

In passages which require further clarification in this sonata, footnotes 

perform their proper notational function. Yet even with footnotes, 

misunderstandings can happen, as Husa recounts in the following humorous 

anecdote: 

There will be symbols that I use which are in the preface, and yet there have 
been some misunderstandings. I remember one pianist -1 used the word 
"nail", but that was for fingernail - and the person brought a real nail! In the 
next edition I would like to put 'fingernail.'01 

51 Interview with Karel Husa, op. nit 



CHAPTER IV 

RHYTHM 

Rhythmic complexities pose some of the greatest challenges to the 

performer of contemporary music. Rhythmic aspects which are of particular import 

in Karel Husa's Sonata No. 2 fall into two general categories: aleatoric or 

improvisatoric sections, and precise subdivisions of the beat and pulse. Of prime 

consideration in the execution of the former Is the composer's thoughts on aleatoric 

writing. 

More and more, I think it's better not to leave a performer with too much free 
notation. Some composers, say about fifteen years ago, said "write as you 
want or what you want," and so forth. First of all, It's not fair to the performer, 
and secondly, If the composer writes it, then he has to ^pect that the 
performer maybe will not do it the way the composer wants. 

The Sonata No. 2 reflects this philosophy throughout. In the 

extemporaneous sections, the performer is given freedom within specific 

parameters set by the composer. The most obvious restraint is that of length, and 

the "ad libitum" or "repeat freely" sections rarely exceed one bar. Additionally, pitch 

is dictated through preliminary patterns, duration through timing specifications 

above the bar. Example 13, representing the beginning of the first movement's 

development, illustrates these guidelines. 

52 Interview with Karel Husa, op. clt. 
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Example 13. Development, first movement (Bar 20) 

At the top of the bar is a durational guideline of approximately four seconds. 

In the first half of the bar, the right hand silently covers all the tones between D-sharp 

and A-natural. The left hand has a pattern of repeating notes. In the second half 

of the bar, these rhythms repeat ad libitum. Although the three rhythmic groups 

are specified by the composer, the order in which they are repeated, as well as the 

amount of repetitions, are left to the performer.53 

A more subtle indication of duration can be found in Example 14 (Bar 8 of 

the first movement). Once again, small, irregular groups of notes within repeat signs 

are followed by free repetitions of the pattern. This time however, a 4/4 time 

signature has been placed in parentheses at the beginning of the bar. This indicates 

that the music up to the dotted line should occupy four quarter notes of time, "but 

is determined by the melody In the left hand. ,,54 

53 Confirmed by Husa in letter to author, op. cit. 
54 iNri According to Husa, similar guidelines apply to Bar 15 of this 

movement 
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Example 14. Second theme, first movement (Bars 8a, 8b, 9) 

Again, Husa has allowed the pianist freedom of expression at a crucial point 

in the movement: the introduction of the second theme. Although no change in 

tempo is indicated, the change in character and expressive markings (legato, ma 

espressivo e dramatico) results in a tempo variation. Such an interpretation is 

reinforced by the "A tempo I" indication at the bottom of the next page. Therefore, 

the pianist must relate these small notes to the theme Itself rather than a specific 

interval of time. Moreover, an arbitrary entrance of the second theme is prevented, 

thus effecting a more fluid rendition of the pattern. 

On a smaller scale, Husa's unique blend of precision and freedom is 

apparent in the development of motif "b" from Movement 1 (Example 15). 
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Example 15. Motif "b", flret movement. (Bars 1, 2, 4) 

Bar 1 Bar 2 

Bar 4 

The original presentation of this motif involves an accelerating tremolo on 

C-sharp. As It develops, the motif becomes Irregular and disjunct, yet a certain 

amount of precision is retained. 

In general, when rests are indicated, they are precise. When either small 
notes, or only groups [of notes] are indicated, they will be very fast groupings 
of notes in rather a free manner, usually as fast as possible. IJiese small, 
fast groupings are not as strict as those with written out rests. 

55 Correspondence from Husa., op. cit 
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Precise subdivisions of beat or pulse 

The second rhythmic aspect to consider in this sonata is the precise 

subdivision of beat or puise. Husa's manipulation of rubato through rhythmic 

subdivisions is an important manifestation of this technique in the Sonata No. 2. 

Examples of accelerandl which are aided by the rhythmic notation can be 

found throughout the sonata In the following examples, Husa reinforces the 

underlying structural impulse wfth his rhythmic specifications. 

In the transition to Section 3 of the second movement (Example 16b), the 

poco piu vivo, ma non troppo is reinforced by a notated accelerando in motif "e." 

In the first half of motif "e," the open fifth begins as a dotted eighth note. On the 

second repetition, the open fifth is notated as an eighth note, and in the third 

repetition, it is a sixteenth note. The final tones of the motif, which in this example 

are B-natural in the right hand, and E-flat in the left hand, gradually accelerate as 

well. These tone gradually shorten in length from a dotted eighth note to an eighth 

note, dotted sixteenth, sixteenth, and finally, a thirty-second. 

jff-un-inm 

Example 16a. Motif "e," first movement. (Bar 50) 
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Example 16b. Motif "e," second movement (Bar 13) 

i 

Example 16c. Motif "e," third movement. (Bar 137) 

Motif "e" is also used to reinforce the crescendo in the final coda of the third 

movement (Example 16c). In this passage, the final tones of motif "d" (D-natural in 

the right hand and C-natural in the left hand) lengthens with each hearing, thus 

delaying the expected melodic resolution. 

Coincidental to these accelerandi and ritardandi are melodic manipulations 

of the motif. A comparison with the original presentation from the first movement 

(Example 16a) reveals motif "d" in melodic inversion in Example 16b. In Example 
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16c, motif "d" precedes the open fifth. This motif is once again melodically inverted 

in the following bar, and as in Example 16b, accelerates to the climax of the coda. 

In the recapitulation of the first movement (Example 17), the crest of a 

cascading flourish based on the pitches of motif "a" is reinforced by the opening 

D-natural, which repeats six times before the other pitches are added. A natural 

performing impulse to accelerate this gesture is given greater rhythmic impetus by 

the reduction of the repetitions of each starting note from six down to one. 

Example 17. Recapitulation, first movement (p. 8, line 4) 

Rests can also be employed as a means to accelerate, as demonstrated in 

the development of Movement 1 (Example 18). Rhythmic momentum invigorates 

the crescendo, as the rests nudge the music forward. 

j 

Example 18. Development, first movement (Bar 22) 
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In addition to encouraging accelerandi, rhythmic notation can reinforce 

ritardandi. 

Example 19, from Section C in the second movement, displays two distinct 

rhythms. The first of these, in the middle line, maintains constant rhythm and pitch 

and is marked "poco a poco diminuendo al perdendosi." This perdendosi effect is 

additionally reinforced through the notated rhythm of the repeated G-sharps, which 

are slower than similarly repeating G-sharps in the bar immediately preceding this 

passage. The second rhythmic element is found in the melody, which begins in the 

bottom staff. The "sempre crescendo" to the top of the keyboard is nourished by 

the notated rhythmic extension of each pitch. Husa describes the desired effect for 

this passage: 

The bass line goes up to the top in tempo as written, and the middle 
diminuendo should adjust but also rather strict, no rttardando. The effect is 
two lines, one decrescendo, the fither crescendo at the same time. Yet, a 
certain "freedom" is in this effect. 

f (m 0mtl*t pmf 

mji prt$i lijktly, aliommg into 
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V 
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Example 19. Section C, second movement (Bar 16b) 

56 Correspondence from Husa, op. cit. 
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This technique of rhythmic extension adds drama to the third movement 

development section (Example 20). In this passage, rhythmic elongation of each 

bar empowers the climactic reappearance of motif "a" 

J - 1 1 2 - 1 JO 

Example 20. Development, third movement (Bare 118-122) 

Rests can also be used to refine an inherent ritardando. Examples 21a and 

21b Illustrate this effect in the end of the second movement and the entrance to the 

final coda in the third movement. 
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Example 21a. End of second movement 

J4 
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Example 21 b. Entrance to coda, third movement (Bars 132-134) 

One further method of designating rhythmic and metric proportions is 

through the application of bar lines. A survey of the Sonata No 9 reveals several 

applications; the following examples are representative. 

On the opening page of the first movement, the length of the bars is 

proportionate to the development of the theme. These bar lines also function as 

phrase marks by furnishing a type of thematic framework for the music. In the final 

page of the second movement the absence of bar lines prevents metric intrusion 

into the flow of the motif. In the opening of the third movement, bars of varying 

lengths are subdivided with dotted bar lines to provide structural direction. And 
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finally, the use of recurring bar lines with or without time signatures provides metric 

stability in the syncopated sections of the third movement and the second half of 

the first movement development section. 

The second half of the development in the first movement (pages 6 and 7) 

provides a multi-layered example of Husa's rhythmic language. Bar lines provide 

metric stability for rhythmic coordination. The chromatic bell tones which introduce 

the section at Bar 28 also provide rhythmic and tonal stability through strict 

adherence to the quarter note pulse. The chord which is introduced at the 

beginning of Bar 29 (A triadic harmony of C major in the bass juxtaposed against 

a quintal harmony of A#, E, and B in the treble), is uniform in harmony, dynamics, 

and expression. With each repetition of this chord (a total of six times in this 

development), the sostenuto pedal maintains the chord while enriching the 

harmonics of the adjacent tones. The third musical element is comprised of sharp, 

punctuating chords which irregularly subdivide the pulse. The final entrance is that 

of the melody, which exhibits rhythmic nuance through a combination of free and 

precise notation. 

Bars 38 and 39 provide a concise illustration of these four distinct rhythmic 

configurations as they appear in the development 
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Example 22. Development, first movement (Bare 36-39) 

At the top of the staff, the bell-tone Is clearly evident The piano chord enters 

on the second half of the first beat. The melody Is In the top treble stafT, and the 

fortissimo chords decisively underscore the passage. In the melody, the stretto 

effect of the D-natural is achieved through precise notation in Bar 38, followed by 

a more freely notated accelerando on the second beat of Bar 39. The melody 

concludes bar 39 with a more intricate subdivision of the third beat. The rhythmic 

complexity of this passage presents a formidable challenge to the performer. 

This section also contains specific dynamic markings which demand from 

the pianist the ability to coordinate independent dynamic shadings into a cohesive 

presentation. Husa s unique use of tonal and timbrai resources such as dynamics, 

pedals and playing inside the piano necessitate the development of special 

contemporary piano techniques. The remaining focus of this paper will be on some 

of these performing requirements and their solutions. 



CHAPTER V 

TONAL AND TIMBRAL RESOURCES 

A Study in Twentieth Century Piano Technique 

Dynamics 

The simultaneous gradation of crescendos and diminuendos within a variety 

of tonal colors exemplifies Karel Husa's individual style. The Initial inspiration for 

this came from the sounds in electronic music, says Husa. 

What I was most interested in [during] the last twenty years was some of the 
new electronic sounds that existed; but I thought - "how could they be 
expressed with the instruments that we have in the orchestra or in the 
piano?" And this Is how the idea .. In the Second Piano Sonata -'that some 
sound will come in, and^nother one will come out and one would remain 
constant - came about 

Example 22 (page 42) provides an Illustration of these types of dynamic 

effects. Although not apparent from this two-bar example, the dynamic markings 

above the bell tone throughout the two-page development section stipulate a 

gradual diminuendo from triple forte to triple piano. The sustained chord maintains 

dolce piano consistency, while the sharp fortissimo chords in the lower portions of 

the staff maintain dynamic constancy throughout the section as well, providing both 

tonal and dynamic contrast to the sustained chord. Within the dynamic framework 

provided by these three elements, the melody exhibits continuous dynamic nuance. 

57 Interview with Karel Husa, op. cit 
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The following quote by Husa further illuminates the sounds created in this type of 

passage: 

[n S^CQfld Piano Sonata I tried things like: the right hand would make a 
decrescendo while the left hand would make a crescendo. In addition the 
right hand would also play another melody between, that would be on the 
same level constantly. JTiose are things that are rather unusual. . I like 
these different sounds.08 

The effect of simultaneous crescendo and decrescendo is utilized in a subtle 

but no less dramatic manner In the second movement (Example 19, page 38).® 

The number of separate thematic elements is reduced to two. One voice is played 

inside of the piano, adding a different timbral dimension to the passage. A 

hauntingly beautiful effect is created as the middle tone gradually diminishes on the 

inside strings while the bass melodic line crescendos to the top of the keyboard. 

Plavina Inside the Piano 

Husa's extensive use of playing inside of the piano reveals his skill as an 

orchestrator of sound and color. His personal views on writing for the instrument 

are reflected In this quote: 

Mike the sound of the piano. I dont think my music resembles [his], but I 
like Ravels use of piano - that always intrigued me. Chopin and Debussy 
5°'.?? ^ I p i a n o SQunfto 90 0 d- 1 write tor piano, although when one 
[first] looks at the music, it may look like it's against the piano or against the 
player— I try to get some new sounds from the piano 

58 Interview with Karel Husa, on. cit 
5 9 particffirpas^e^ P' ^ a n o t h e r clarffy in9 quotation from Husa on this 
60 Interview with Karel Husa, op nit 
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, n ttlG Sonata No. ? most of these new timbres from the inside of the 

instrument occur in the second movement and the transition to the third movement 

The preface to the Sonata No, ? states that "all Inside playing Is to be done (If 

possible) while sitting." In my conversation with Husa, he was quite convinced that 

the piece could be performed without any visual intrusion. "In the Second Piano 

Sonata I use some inside sounds," he said, "but I have written in the score that the 

pianist should be Sflatedl"61 In another letter to me, he suggested that "all inside 

playing [be] done without standing up for these effects. It is possible to play all [of 

it] sitting, with the music stand pushed back in the second and beginning of the 

third movement."62 Consequently, a minimum of preparation is necessary, none 

of which interferes with the performance of the music or harms the Instrument. 

The simplest method of marking string pitches is to adhere a small amount 

of masking tape on the brass bar above the individual pitches, so that each pitch 

can be easily read at eye level from a seated position. 

A discussion of pianistic tonal resources should also include the use of 

pedals, as they collaborate sounds created both inside the piano and on the 

keyboard. Therefore, Husa's coloristic use of the pedals will be included in the 

following descriptive analysis of the second movement and the transition to the third 

movement. Motives will be Identified according to their designations introduced in 

the analysis chapter. In reading this portion of the document, it is especially helpful 

to have a score of the Sonata Nn 9 in hand. 

The electrifying first movement is followed by a stark presentation of motif T 

in the second movement. The three tones are ppp, without damper pedal, and the 

61 Interview with Karel Husa, op nt 
62 Correspondence from Karel Husa, op nit 
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una corda pedal further reduces resonance. Tonal and color contrast are provided 

in the second half of the bar, as these three pitches are embellished in grace note 

format. Damper pedal enriches the tone, reinforcing the directions for the sound 

to ring out'. Motif "g" is introduced in Bar 2a, again without damper pedal, and 

motif "h" is introduced in an arid environment as well. In Bar 3c, the damper pedal 

returns as a colorlstic development of these motives ensues. The B-natural from 

motif "g" and the D-flat from motive T resolve to C-natural, and in Bar 3d this 

C-natural repeats in a pattern which gradually becomes softer and slower. This 

motif, illustrated in Example 23, can be viewed as a timbral variation of motif "b" from 

the first movement. Rhythmically and dynamically, it is a retrograde version of motif 

"b-1," with elements of "b-2" in the form of rests. 

Example 23. Motif "b," second movement (Bar 3d) 

This timbral presentation is the first of many sounds emanating from the 

inside of the piano. Preparation for this special effect involves placing a finger of 

the left hand (third is best) firmly on all three C strings, as close to the damper as 

possible, just before the tones are played. When placing the left finger on the string, 
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one must keep the right hand on the key to avoid a dead sound space. 

Furthermore, the fleshy part of the left hand finger must be placed quickly on the 

string just prior to the pattern. As the left finger slides along the strings towards the 

pins, it should also gradually release pressure in order to effect a color shading as 

well as a diminuendo. Additionally, the final tone of the pattern must have enough 

volume to project through the pedal change at Bar 4a 

On some pianos, the horizontal brass bar is between the pins and the 

dampers on this pitch, thus preventing the pianist from actually seeing the strings 

prior to damping them. Additionally, the location of the vertical brass bar near this 

pitch depends on the make of piano. Therefore, the pianist will need ample time to 

adjust these variables before performing this passage. The pianist might also 

consider temporarily releasing the unacorda pedal during this bar, as considerable 

force is needed to make the initial tones speak forcefully. 

Bar 4a offers another unique sound, this time from the keyboard itself. The 

wash of color created by this hushed chromatic run is similar to one created by 

brushing the Inside strings of the piano, but without any breathlness or brittle quality 

in the sound. 

At Bar 4b, the A-sharp which began the previous gesture is notated as B-flat, 

implying a new tonal orientation. The simultaneous disengagement of the una 

corda pedal also signals new coloristic and motMc development. As the right hand 

silently depresses the key, the damper pedal gradually clears the B-flat for the "poco 

piu vivo" section at Bar 4c (Example 24). 
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Example 24. Section A, second 

movement. 

(Bars 4c - 4e) poco pit vivo J • 

g**tty amerguu 
tnalda, 

' *>T *p * / 
ml 

oaaag* approx* I 
to &sioe-»gfla 

w tp" p* PFP pmkmitmi 

Plucked B-flats gradually crescendo from piano to forte. In footnotes, the 

composer requests alternate plucking of the two outer B-flat strings. By allowing 

each string sufficient time to vibrate before the next plucking, a ringing sound can 

be maintained throughout the crescendo. Additionally, the use of fingernails 

creates a sharper edge to the sound than the fleshy part of the finger. The best 

finger to fulfill these requirements is the thumb. Leverage is gained by grabbing the 
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horizontal brass bar above the B-ffat with the remaining fingers. This provides extra 

leverage and security for the pianist during the passage. By using the thumb for 

both strings, consistency of sound is also assured, for each finger brings its own 

unique tonal qualities to strings as well as keys. And finally, the thumb provides the 

best angle for plucking the string with only the nail. 

In addition to plucking each succeeding beat more forcefully, the crescendo 

can also be fortified by beginning the sequence near the pins and gradually moving 

the thumb towards the dampers as the crescendo increases. The farther away 

from the pins one travels, the richer the sound becomes. Conversely, the sharper, 

somewhat nasal quality found near the pins helps to project softer tones. Moreover, 

this slight amount of motion adds tactile reinforcement to the crescendo, thus 

psychologically facilitating the execution for the performer. The principles of this 

technique can also be applied to the bottom of Page 10, when the plucked B-flats 

diminuendo al perdendosi. In addition to allowing the strings to speak at a softer 

volume, plucking close to the pins in this part of the passage prevents an audible 

damping of the sound that can occur when one is attempting a plucked diminuendo 

in the middle section of the strings. 

The dynamic level of the final plucked B-flat on Line 4 of Page 10 should be 

as close as possible to the first B-flat on the keyboard so the transition is through 

color, not volume. In the beginning of Line 5 (Bar 4c), the treble clef has an 

expressive gesture which combines the pitches from motif T and "g". The middle 

bass clef echoes the effect, using tones from motif T. Both clefs have the same 

dynamic markings: a mezzoforte entrance followed by an Immediate decrescendo. 

In the bottom bass clef, the repeated B-flats gradually diminuendo ai perdendosi, 

switching at midpoint to the inside of the piano. 
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In order to achieve a diminuendo on these low B-flats and still project the 

melodic interplay in the two staffs above, some adjustment of the damper pedal is 

helpful. By using the sempre pedale marking as a guideline for tonal effect, further 

clarity can be achieved without sacrificing the desired shading. Bearing in mind 

that much of this depends on a variety of performance factors such as type of piano 

and size of hall, the following suggestions might be useful. 

By virtue of its location, the melody in the middle clef is the most difficult to 

project. Finger pedalling will allow the pianist to clear some of the overtones so that 

this melody can be heard. For instance: at the beginning of the bar, hold down 

the C-natural and A-sharp in the treble clef with the right hand fingers, and the low 

D-fiat in the middle clef with the left hand. A slight fluttering of the damper pedal 

between this D-flat and the next B-flat in the low clef will enable the middle clef motif 

to be heard, as well as assist the gradual diminuendo in the bottom clef. This action 

will also prevent the overtones of the passage from overshadowing the entrance of 

the low F-sharp in the middle clef (just before measure 4d). 

Different tonal colors for each voice will also complement this passage, as 

will some minor dynamic adjustments. For example, in the first bar, by delaying the 

diminuendo in the middle clef until after the D-flat the tones of motif T in this voice 

will be more easily distinguished. Continuing in the middle clef, the following 

F-sharp to A-sharp, as well as the answering A-sharp to F-sharp must be depressed 

quickly in order to softly pierce the surrounding wash of sound. 

Similar types of modification can be made in other areas which have 

expansive damper pedal. In the second movement, this can apply to much of the 

next three pages. In passages indicating long stretches of damper pedal, the 

performing guideline Is simple: within the coloring provided by that pedal, one must 

clarify the important thematic and harmonic elements. 
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The outspoken expressions of Section B are supplanted by a more coloristic 

atmosphere in Section C. In Bar 14b, G-sharps repeat in a gentle version of motif 

b. A further variation of this motif can be found In Bar 16b (Example 19, page 38 

of this paper). This passage has been discussed extensively in the context of 

dynamics and rhythm (see pages 46 and 53), but as an addendum, one 

performance contrast with the previous two presentations of this motif should be 

noted. In Example 19, as the left hand plays the G-sharp on the keyboard, a finger 

from the right hand lightly presses the Inside the string and remains stationary 

throughout the passage. 

The top E-natural in this melodic passage (motif "h") is answered in the left 

hand with the lowest B-natural of the piano (Line 2, Page 14). While the left hand 

depresses this tone on the keyboard, the right hand should simultaneously touch 

the string of the same pitch, ^about halfway between the damper and pins. In the 

preface, the composer states that the higher tone is the actual desired sound; 

therefore, by experimenting with the placement of the finger along this string, the 

proper harmonic pitch can be approximated. 

Distracting bird calls at the end of this line anticipate the final half of Section 

C. An intermediary appearance of a rhythmic retrograde version of motif "b-1" 

(shown In Example 25) requires a different type of coordination within the piano. 

63 Confirmed by Husa in letter to the author, op nit 
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Example 25. Motif "b-1", Section C, second movement (Bar 16b) 

The score displays the left hand laying across the inside strings. On many 

concert grand pianos this is easily achieved. However, if the vertical brass bar 

intercepts these two pitches, this may not be possible. In this Instance, one may 

have to deviate from Husa's instructions by reaching over the bar with the left hand 

fingers for the C-natural/D-flat grace notes, then quickly under the bar to mute the 

repeated F-naturals with the palm of the hand to achieve the desired sound. The 

slight delay in timing between the grace note and the repeated pattern will be 

musically expressive if the grace note is accented within the confines of the damped 

sound. 'The sound," says Husa, "is a little dead, percussive, muted."64 

Plucking the outside strings of the A-natural and the B-flat in the bottom line 

of page 14 of this movement is recommended for both the voicing and the accuracy 

of the interval. 

64 Correspondence from Husa, op nit 
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A fortissimo plucked B-flat occurs in Bar 17, marking the beginning of the 

second half of Section C. Despite the directions to pluck the inside string with the 

nail, the size of the strings In the extreme low register of the piano makes It very 

difficult to achieve any amount of volume on this pitch. Therefore, as a performer, 

one must use the criterion of desired sound quality In devising an acceptable 

solution. By snapping the string as quickly as possible with the back of the third 

fingernail, fidelity to tonal color and dynamics is achieved. Additionally, silent 

depression of the B-flat on the keyboard with the right hand enables the damper 

pedal to be simultaneously cleared without any noticeable loss of volume. 

In order to maximize the overtones in the remainder of the second 

movement, as well as maintain structural and coloristic unity in the transition to the 

third movement the damper pedal should remain depressed from this B-flat until 

the indicated release sign near the end of the transition to the third movement 

(bottom of page 16). 

As the second movement fades, B-flat provides a window to the third 

movement gently echoing the final plucked B-flat from the second movement. The 

pitches from motif "a" in the first movement form two contrasting colore in the next 

bar. The first chord is piano, tre corde, the second one is pianissimo, una corda. 

In Bar 2b of this introduction (Example 26), the repeated G-naturals of motif 

"b-1" gradually decelerate in a new guise, for the pianist is directed to tap on the 

inside string. The left hand finger begins tapping in front of the horizontal brass bar, 

traveling towards the pin with each repetition. The distance between this bar and 

the pins will vary with each piano. The pianist should strive for a "percussive effect," 
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says Husa. "I remember It was heard in all performances, but one has to hammer 

the string (G) strongly, and move as much from damper to pin as possible."66 

3»-4 
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Example 26. Motif Hb," transition to third movement. 

Although it is not necessary from a tonal perspective, the pianist might also 

consider silently depressing the key with the right hand during this passage. This 

assists in the coordination of the keyboard resolution to F-sharp at Bar 2c. 

In the second line of this transition, the plucked B-flat introduces motif "g" 

from the second movement. This is followed by a further casting of motif "b-1" on 

G-sharp (Example 27). Simultaneous sliding along the strings by the left hand 

tinges this decelerating crescendo on the keyboard from pianissimo to mezzo 

piano. Motif "b-1" continues on the keyboard tre corde, and the repeated tones 

gradually accelerate into a tremolo which ends in a trill on C-sharp. 

65 Correspondence from Husa, op cit 
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Example 27. Motif "b", transition to third movement. 

In the brief interjection between these motives, the low B-natural from motif 

"g" migrates to the keyboard, una corda. As the sound evaporates, B-flat reappears 

on the low string. Structurally, it is analogous to the opening of this section, steering 

the musical current towards the movement proper. At this point, the pedals assume 

a more aggressive character as well, corroborating the emergence of a new theme. 

Sostftnnto Portal 

In addition to creating coloristic effects with the damper and una corda 

pedals, Husa exploits thefunctlonal and coloristic capabilities of the sostenuto pedal 

throughout the sonata. Some of these effects will now be discussed. 
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In the first movement the sostenuto pedal is initially a structural agent. By 

sustaining specific pitches, the texture can be enriched while expanding tonal 

growth or delaying melodic resolution. For example, on Page one, Bar 2 of the 

score (Example 3), the sostenuto pedal conveys the final pitch of motif "a" 

(D-natural), to the D-natural which begins the next bar. In the interim, development 

of the other two motives is possible. This same technique is applied to the third 

presentation of Theme 1 at Bar 4, 

as illustrated In Example 28. 

Example 28. Theme 1, third 

statement, 

first movement. (Bar 4) -

The sostenuto pedal secures the third tone In the motif (G-natural). This Is 

followed by two false resolutions to F-sharp, the first of which occurs immediately. 

The second resolution Is to an Irregular tremolo on F-sharp at the beginning of line 

four. Thus, the final resolution to F-sharp In Bar 5 Is delayed while nurturing further 
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development of the other two motives. In line four, additional tonal reinforcement 

of the G occurs when motif "b-2" exhibits melodic expansion to include this pitch. 

The eighth-note rest provides a dramatic pause in the expansion of motive "c"; 

additionally, It solicits resolution of the G-natural by continuing to delineate the 

insistent tone. 

At Bar 5, the resolution to F-sharp activates a melodic drive to C-natural which 

Is dramatized through a series of melodic suspensions. During these suspensions, 

the sostenuto pedal maintains crucial tonal continuity throughout the underlying 

motivic development In this manner, both textural interest and rhythmic vitality 

enhance the drive to the second theme. 

A similar technique in the development section of the first movement fortifies 

the chromatic structure of a lengthy crescendo.08 Motif "d" begins the crescendo 

in Bar 22 (Example 29). The addition of an eighth note flag to the first half of the 

motif designates that aJI four pitches be held with the sostenuto pedal. This provides 

the precedent for the ensuing entrances of motif "d", for while the rhythmic notation 

is not always as explicit in all instances the tie lines over the motif clearly indicate 

that the pitches of motif "d" are held by the sostenuto pedal.67 

In so doing, the sostenuto pedal reinforces the chromatic structure of the 

section as discussed in the analysis, as well as effecting tonal contrast within the 

bar. Here and in similar passages the composer stipulates that 'the small notes 

should be Staccato and not part of the chord which is held with the sostenuto 

pedal."68 

66 This chromatic structure was discussed In detail in ChaDter II 
67 Confirmed by Husa in letter to the author, on nit y ™* 3 m r n -
68 JtM 
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Example 29. Development, first movement. (Bar 22) 

Contrast is articulated in the first movement development section as well 

through a further application of damper and sostenuto pedals, as illustrated in 

Example 30. In Bar 25 of this passage, the damper pedal intensifies the tonal and 

rhythmic climax of the preceding chromatic scale. In Bar 26, this same rhythmic 

motif is marked mezzo piano, and begins with smaller rhythmic groups, thus 

instigating a renewed drive to the second half of the development. The sostenuto 

pedal reinforces this contrasting role through articulation, as it bares the motif in a 

manner similar to Bar 22 of Example 29. 

Example 30. Development, first movement. (Bare 25-26) 
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The afore-mentioned applications of the sostenuto pedal in conjunction with 

the other two pedals coordinate the final coda of the third movement (Example 31). 

The sostenuto pedal acts as a structural agent in several ways. By sustaining the 

pitches of motif "c," the texture is enriched through the interim motivic development 

The sostenuto pedal also enables rhythmic augmentation of motif "c" to prolong the 

expected resolution. Additionally, the use of this pedal frees both hands for a more 

precise presentation of motif "b-2" at the bottom of the keyboard. The una corda 

pedal enhances the triple piano shading at the beginning of the passage. The 

subsequent inclusion of damper pedal near the end of the section reinforces the 

underlying crescendo and the warmth of the shading, as well as complimenting the 

bell-like quality of motif "e.". 

• (J-SJ) 

Example 31. Coda to third movement (Bare 135-137) 
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Example 31cont. 

Harmonics 

Harmonics are a primary coloristic device in this sonata, and the sostenuto 

pedal plays an indispensable part in their execution. The most common method of 

creating harmonics on the keyboard combines silent depression of the keys in one 

hand with articulation of pitches in the other. In the Sonata Nn 9 employment of 

the sostenuto pedal frees both hands, thus allowing the possibility for additional 

harmonic enhancement. Examples of this technique can be found in the first 

movement at the beginning of the development (Bars 20 through 23), as well as in 

Theme 1 of the third movement (after the introductory section). In a passage from 

the latter section (Example 32), structure is given coloristic impetus when silently 

depressed tones collide with articulated ones. 
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Example 32. First section, third movement. (Bars 40-43) 

During the presentation of the first theme, the silent tones in the right hand 

expand from B-natural at Bar 7 to a chromatic cluster spanning A to F at Bar 40. 

Concurrently, Theme 1 in the left hand gains rhythmic and thematic momentum 

throughout the section. The three-tone chromatic cluster preceding the dotted line 

of Bar 40 represents a preliminary crest in its drive to the second theme. The 

sostenuto pedal reinforces this structural amalgamation at Bar 40 by combining the 

pitches of both the right and left hand clusters.® At Bar 41, the B-natural which 

began the harmonic progression in the right hand is presented on the keyboard for 

the first time, and its unique timbral quality can be attributed to these underlying 

sustained tones. 

Color and drama coalesce in the conclusion of the sonata through a stunning 

application of the sostenuto pedal. Buoyed by this pedal, the underlying C major 

harmony is regenerated through rugged clusters whose overtones carry the triad 

and the sonata to its final moment. 

69 Confirmed by Husa, letter to author, op nit 



CONCLUSION 

This dissertation defined some of the problems associated with performance 

practices in twentieth-century music, as exemplified in Karel Husa's Sonata No 9 

for Piano- In addition, primary source material from Karel Husa Was an important 

contribution to this dissertation. My interview with the composer and subsequent 

correspondence were from a performer's perspective, thus providing pianists with 

a vital link to both the Sonata No ? and Husa himself. 

The biographical essay on this Pulitzer Prize-winning composer was based 

primarily on my interview with Husa. While a number of biographical sources on 

Karel Husa are currently available, this is the first dissertation to be written from the 

perspective of his keyboard works. Early compositional influences discussed 

during the interview also revealed some of the underlying forces that were the 

impetus in the development of his masterly compositional style. 

Dr. Harrold Simmons, in his record jacket notes for the recording of Husa's 

Music tor Prague 196ft succinctly identified the essence of Husa's style: 

Karel Husa represents an important and almost unique tie between Dast and 
present. No extremist, he has absorbed many facets of the so-called New 
Music without destroying or belittling the aesthetics and devices of his 
musical forebears. 

70 Harrold Simmons, Record Jacket Notes for Music: for Prannp 1 oro thq 
Cornell University Wind Ensemble, Maurice Stith, cond., Century Records 
35804. See also Lawrence Hartzell, op r.tt p. 93 

62 
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The analysis of the Sonata No 2 demonstrated several of these 

compositional aspects in Husa's music. A few short motives have formed the basis 

for a sonata which is crafted with unerring logic, yet displays astonishing creativity 

and sophistication throughout the composition. The work maintains formal integrity 

as well, both in the overall structure of the Sonata and in the small-scale symmetry 

of the music. Yet the concern for form never overpowers or inhibits the fluidity and 

expressivity of the music. 

As Elliot Galkin recognized in his article on Husa, "A Deserving Music Pulitzer 

Winner," the Pulitzer Prize is awarded for "compositional skill and originality. And 

from this point of view. Husa is undeniably a personality of great vitality and 

individuality, gifted with the power of direct and dramatic communication...." Galkin 

was writing in reference to the Third String Quartet, for which Husa was awarded 

the Pulitzer Prize in 1969. He could however, have been describing the Piano 

Sonata No P when he further stated: 

It is truly an impressive achievement, the expression of one of the most 
history h u m a n " and humane - musical minds in this country's recent 

In addition to providing a basis for understanding the compositional style of 

Karel Husa, study of the Sonata No, ? offered a unique perspective for the research 

of contemporary piano performance problems. In the discussion of notational 

procedures, the score of this sonata was helpful in demonstrating many 

twentieth-century notational trends, as well as providing a view for Husa's utilization 

of them. The composer's personal opinions on notational procedures, as 

expressed in our interview, furnished additional insight for this chapter. 

71 Both quotations are from the same article by Galkin which annparpd in tho 
Baltimore Sunday Morning Sun, May 11, 1969 appeared in the 
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The use of rhythm in twentieth-century music was examined as well. 

Whereas the chapter on notation was inclusive of general procedures in the 

twentieth century, this chapter offered a more personal look at the Sonata Nn 9 

from a rhythmic perspective. Husas views provided the basis for a rhythmic 

analysis which, like the preceding formal analysis, revealed a unique blend of 

precision and freedom in music which combines elements of past- and present-day 

trends with unassuming grace. 

The discussion of Husa's exploitation of the tonal and timbral resources of 

the piano underscored the necessity for the development of new keyboard 

techniques to accommodate these requirements. The extent to which all three 

pedals are used throughout the Sonata is unusual for any keyboard work, as is the 

precision and thoroughness of the notation. In his use of dynamics, Husa creates 

unique sonorities which demand from the pianist a high degree of independence 

in thought and coordination between the hands. Husa's coloristic treatment of the 

piano, exemplified in his use of the inside of the piano, challenges the performer's 

skill and originality. 

The pianist must therefore formulate new keyboard techniques in order to 

successfully convey this wealth of sonorities during a performance of the Sonata. 

The composer's wishes were of fundamental concern in devising solutions to the 

individual performance problems, and Husa repeatedly provided invaluable 

clarification. Additionally, the fair copy of the manuscript Husa gave me offered 

further illumination in a number of musical passages. In those instances where it 

was not possible to follow the printed score to the letter, the intent of the composer 

was always of primary consideration in devising viable performing alternatives. 

This Sonata therefore, has provided insight into compositional developments 

of the last few decades. Furthermore, the in-depth analysis of the Sonata No 9 for 
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Piano and the contemporary keyboard performance problems found therein has 

underscored a composition of remarkable depth, beauty, and creativity. By 

identifying some of the performance problems found in this composition, this 

document will help bridge the gap between printed score and aural presentation in 

other contemporary compositions. This gap continues to be the universal 

performance problem, regardless of the music, the composer, or its historical 

framework. 
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